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We hope you’ve been enjoying the FFI Practitioner articles, interviews, cases, and research published on a diverse set of topics during the first half of 2019. In this week’s edition, we’re pleased to count down the Top 10 Most Popular editions from the first half of the year!
Without further ado, here are the Most Popular *FFI Practitioner* Editions from the first half of 2019...


8. English
   “Dreams, Values, and Thoughts on Communications Strategies for Family-Owned Companies” by Núria Vilanova

8. Spanish
   “Sueños, Valores y Reflexiones Sobre Estrategias de Comunicación para Empresas Familiares” by Núria Vilanova

7. “Financial Independence – A Critical Factor in Ownership and Management Succession” by Randy Waesche

6. “Study Finds Children of Millionaires Want to be Stewards of Wealth” by Natalie McVeigh

“People Are Loyal to the Culture, Not the Strategy” by Eva Wathén

“An Interview with David Bork”

“Letting Go – Five Basics” by Bruce Walton

“Chain of Command Violations: Three traps for the family business” by Mitzi Perdue

Interested in joining this list for the second half of the year? Read the guidelines and learn how to submit an article for FFI Practitioner.
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